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We are an accomplished Software Development and Online Marketing company 
. We have more than 5 years experience in services we provide, suggesting we  
relatively knowledgeable in this industry

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Software development company that offers top-rated Software Development 
Services due to our vast experience

BRANDING
We in-house some of the best graphic designers with great a sense of acute 
design

HOSTING
Local South African Web Hosting. PHP, MySQL and easy App Installer.
World-class, real-time Registration, Transfer and Management Engine

WHO ARE WE



ABOUT DATAMASTER

Advanced visitor management for the companies advancing our world.
As a tech company, you live and breathe all things digital. So why do you have that paper sign-in 

sheet at your front desk? Establish your brand image as a modern tech company the second some-
one walks in your door with our cloud-based visitor management system.



- Paper visitor book

- Fail to provide an instant list of who is signed in

- Old-fashioned and inefficient

- Store the information captured insecurely

- Fall short of giving your visitors a good first impression

- Difficult and time-consuming to pinpoint visitor history

TRADITIONAL VISITOR 
BOOKING



- Equips you with a real-time list of everyone signed in

- Stores data and visitor history securely in the cloud

- Delivers an outstanding visitor experience

- Complies with POPI Act 

- Provides a paperless entry process

AUTOMATED VISITOR 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



KNOW WHO'S IN YOUR 
BUILDING AT ALL TIMES

And keep your check-in data secure and accessible in the cloud from 
any device

- SECURE HOSTING

- CLOUD-BASED VISITOR LOG

- SEARCHABLE VISITOR REPORTS

- CONFIGURABLE DATA RETENTION OPTIONS

- SCHEDULED EXPORTS



PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS AND PROACTIVE 
SECURITY

SIMPLIFIED SETUP WITH AI

FACIAL RECOGNITION 

BIOMETRICS
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS






